Putting Alternative
Proteins on the Menu
Consumers around the globe are embracing alternatives to
animal proteins thanks to compelling environmental and
health beneﬁts. The upshot: proteins based on plants,
microorganisms, and animal cells could soar from 2% of
protein consumption in 2020 to as much as 22% by 2035.

THE CASE FOR
ALTERNATIVE PROTEINS
The consumption of animal proteins will continue to rise, driven by population
and income growth. Although these ingredients are elemental to many diets,
the production of animal proteins has signiﬁcant environmental consequences,
including greenhouse gas emissions and substantial water consumption; it also
raises ethical questions about mass animal farming.
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THREE SCENARIOS
FOR MARKET GROWTH
Consumers’ appetite for alternative proteins is taking
oﬀ thanks to the health and environmental beneﬁts.

Consumption of alternative
proteins in the three scenarios
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Rapid technology advances paired with
favorable regulations—for example,
higher carbon prices—could propel the
share as high as 22%.
Rapid technology advances could push
that 2035 share to 16%.
Under the base case scenario, as
alternative proteins come closer and
closer to reaching parity with animal
proteins in taste, texture, and price, their
share of global protein consumption will
increase to 11% by 2035.

A BURGEONING MARKET
WITH MAJOR BENEFITS
As the market takes oﬀ, Asia-Paciﬁc will account for nearly
two-thirds of consumption owing to the large population
and a growing appetite for protein as incomes rise.
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And in each of the four main regions shown, 9 out of the 10 most popular
dishes, on average, will have alternative-protein options that are
comparable—in terms of taste and price—by 2035.
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Consumption of alternative proteins
by source
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Under the base case scenario, the
majority of alternatives will be
plant-based—but those produced
by microorganisms such as yeast,
fungi, or bacteria, or through the
cultivation of live animal cells, will
see the most robust market growth.

Plant-based
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The result will be a $290 billion market that meets
consumer demand for healthy proteins and yields
signiﬁcant societal beneﬁts.
CUMULATIVE IMPACT OVER 2020–2035 IN BASE CASE
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Equivalent to an area the size of the UK

39B

cubic
meters

reduction in water use
Equivalent to 40 years’ worth of water
supply for London

Equivalent to one year’s
worth of emissions in Japan

THE INGREDIENTS
FOR SUCCESS
For the market to reach its potential over
the next 15 years, two things are required:

Signiﬁcant capital investment including
but not limited to the following
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$30B

for bioreactor capacity for
microorganism- and
animal-cell-based
alternatives will be needed
to reach the base case of
11% market share by 2035.
$100B would be required to
reach 22% market share.

$11B

for extrusion capacity
for plant-based
alternatives will be
needed to meet the
base case. $28B would
be required to reach
22% market share.

Ambitious actions by a number of players
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Food companies
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Consumers
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Develop
technologies
to produce
alternatives that
match animal
proteins in taste,
texture, and cost

Shift toward—
and expand the
production of—
protein crops for
human consumption,
including improved
soy, pea, and bean
varieties

Adapt value chains
to sustainably
source alternative
proteins, reﬁne
recipes, and scale
up production as
well as retail
oﬀerings

Integrate
alternatives into
daily diets as tastier
and less costly
products become
available

Identify the most
promising
alternative-protein
technologies and
platforms and
support their growth

Sources: This infographic is based on the BCG and Blue Horizon report Food for Thought: The Protein Transformation. Other sources include industry reports; US Department of Agriculture;
Euromonitor; UBS; ING; Good Food Institute; expert interviews; BCG and Blue Horizon analysis.
North America includes just the US and Canada.
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CAGR from 2022 to 2025, starting from market entry.
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Refers to the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals, which include zero hunger, good health and well-being, responsible consumption and production, climate action, life below water, and life on land.
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A high-level estimate assuming average revenues of $3/kg across products; real revenues are likely closer to $10/kg for structured-meat alternatives but signiﬁcantly less for high-volume products like milk
and dairy.
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Based on a reduction in the land needed to produce beef, pork, chicken, and eggs.
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The ﬁgures are high-level estimates for the cost of bioreactors and extruders; they do not include spending on R&D eﬀorts, personnel, and other production steps. The total capital required is therefore likely
to be higher.
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